‘Give it a go’
DIY topics and worksheets
for ESOL home tutors and learners
This resource is dedicated to our thousands of volunteer tutors throughout New Zealand who tirelessly seek out and prepare individualised worksheets to meet their learners’ needs.

English Language Partners thank:

- Our learners – a constant inspiration.
- Our volunteer tutors, centre managers, resource coordinators and other staff, and English Language Partners New Zealand’s Ethnic Advisory Group. All have contributed by submitting tutoring ideas, worksheets and topic suggestions so this resource can reflect the ESOL home tutoring carried out in New Zealand.
- Those who entered the ‘Best of ESOL Home Tutors’ worksheet competition’ in 2006: from which this resource sprang. And Shirley Rowe, who was the winner!
- Special thanks also to Janine Stagpoole and Sue Blakely (Christchurch), Maddy Harper, Vickii Ussher and Jacque Burke (Wellington), Ariadne Fountain, Suzanne Apanui and Emmanuel Turua (Porirua), Elaine McDonnell (Waikato), Yuka Kobayashi (Taranaki) and Marjorie Cape (Dunedin).
- The many individuals and companies who assisted with locally developed community resources. Especially those who readily gave permission to alter, use and reprint their images and materials. Specifically:
  - Unit 2: The weather: Tony Hawkins (MET SERVICE) who kindly drafted the weather map;
  - Unit 3: Your region: Tourism New Zealand www.newzealand.com;
  - Unit 8: Junk mail: The Warehouse Ltd;
  - Unit 9: Bills, bills, bills: Genesis Energy Ltd;
  - Unit 13: Getting your licence: Land Transport NZ;
  - Unit 16: Emergencies: New Zealand Fire Service;
  - Unit 20: School camps: Island Bay Primary School;
  - Unit 27: Finding a job: Trade Me.
- Special thanks to Marilyn Lewis for her commitment, drive and super-speedy turnarounds on drafts – our number one volunteer!; Helen Wylie Bartle for her writing skills, enthusiasm and hard work; Lyn Mattson, who reviewed the drafts; Arunesh Singh for those eagle eyes; and John Ringer (Paradigm).

This resource, along with other training and teaching resources, is available via our website.
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